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San Francisco's Human Poop Map Shows C…
San Francisco is swiftly moving from one of America's most
beautiful cities to one of America's most troubled cities. The city
struggles with crime and the consequences of illegal immigration
after declaring themselves a "sanctuary city". The transit
authorities (BART) recently announced ...
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San Francisco Requires Poop Maps To Help…
For those who have maintained that San Francisco is full of . . .
whatever, there is now living proof. How much poop is there on
the streets of the City by the Bay?
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San Francisco poop map: real thing or a rum…
Feb 28, 2018 · Of all the claims made
by San Francisco's detractors, possibly the most puzzling to
people who actually live in the Bay Area is the "poop map." "The
city now offers people poop maps so they can avoid surprises,"
contends one online commenter on a recent story at this website
about people ...
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San Francisco Set to Roll Out the 'Poop Patr…
It has a funny name, but it's targeting a serious
problem. San Francisco is rolling out the 'PoopPatrol.'
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Holy Crap: San Francisco To Deploy Poop P…
Aug 15, 2018 · Holy Crap: San Francisco To Deploy Poop Patrol
To Clean Up Feces That Are Apparently Everywhere - Matt Vespa:
Well, we all know San Francisco is having problems.
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Why is San Francisco ... covered in human f…
Aug 18, 2018 · I t's an empirical fact: San Francisco is a crappier
place to live these days. Sightings of human feces on the
sidewalks are now a regular occurrence; over the past 10 years,
complaints about human waste have increased 400%.
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This Map Shows San Francisco Is Covered i…
Citing human waste reports made in San Francisco, software
engineer Jenn Wong mapped the city's most poop-ridden
neighborhoods, and it is a feast for watery eyes.
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SF Mayor: 'There's More Feces ... Than I've …
San Francisco Mayor London Breed believes homeless advocacy
groups that receive funding from the city need to better educate
the homeless to "clean up after themselves."
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SF Mayor Says Her City Is Drowning In Poo…
San Francisco Mayor London Breed said the streets of her city
are flooded with the excrement of the homeless in an interview
Friday.
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(Human) Wasteland - MochiMachine
A map of human waste reports made to 311 in San Francisco!
(Human) Wasteland; About; Year. 2008. ... (Human) Wasteland is
a mochimachine ... San Francisco's Poop ...
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It's no laughing matter — SF forming Poop P…
It sounds like silly elementary school banter, but it's
real. San Francisco is about to launch the Poop Patrol. In about a
month, ...
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San Francisco CA plans poop patrol to clean…
San Francisco plans a six-person poop patrol to clean up city
sidewalks after receiving more than 14,000 complaints of feces
since January. But the move sparked mockery and poop emojis
aplenty on social media.
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San Fran-Poopsco
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